ELASTIC RAIL FASTENING – PLATES WITH SPRING CLIP “E-CLIP”

Fastening on concrete bearers in ballast track

Description
Baseplates with spring clips type “e-Clip”, rail pads and baseplate pads are used to mount the turnout components on concrete sleepers. The spring clips ensure a permanently elastic clamping. The creep resistance and twisting resistance achieved meet the requirements placed on a continuously welded track. The plates are mounted on the sleepers by 4 coach screws and double spring washers.

Technical description
» meets EN13481 standard for fastening categories A, B, C, D, E
» no pre-assembly possible
» Spring force max. 14 kN/clip

Added value
» permanently elastic fastening
» good creep- and torsion resistance for use in the continuously welded track
» high safety against tipping
» long service life
» average space required
» baseplate fastening can be selected, e.g.: coach screws, push-through bolts, angled guide plates
» the stiffness of the elastic rail pads can be chosen
» delivered with or without corrosion protection according to environmental conditions
Descripti
The proven plate superstructure with spring
The spring clips can be used with or without
elastic pads between the turnout components
and the plates.

Material
» plate: Structural steel / GJS ductile iron / cast steel
» spring clip: Spring steel
» rail pads / under baseplate pads: according to requirements
» corrosion protection: according to requirements

The e-clip is tensioned by inserting it in a lug, which is positioned parallel to the rail foot, and fastened on the plate. The toe of the e-clip must lie on the rail side and the heel rests on the shoulder. The installation and removal of the spring clips is done with the help of defined tools.